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machine learning and artificial intelligence
to build optimized computers. Another
was constructing and coordinating robots
to emulate insect swarms for collective
construction. Each of these projects would
make a great topic for a science fiction
novel even today, and our Cornell ECE
faculty are making them reality right now
in Ithaca.
Many of these topics sit at the
boundary between signals, systems,
physics and hardware, often merging core
concepts from biology, computer science,
mechanical engineering and materials.
Engineering research has become more
interwoven and interdisciplinary in
nature and Cornell ECE is thriving
because of this cultural shift. The graduate
field system at Cornell enables easy
cross-pollination of ideas as students
from different backgrounds are advised
together in a faculty member’s lab. Our
faculty also engage in a large number
of cross-departmental joint research
programs including several Semiconductor
Research Corporation (SRC) centers and
large National Science Foundation (NSF)
programs.
As the nature of ECE is changing, we
are also experiencing a resurgence in our
undergraduate enrollment, thanks to the
efforts of Associate Directors Farhan Rana
and David Albonesi, and a large cast of
award-winning professors teaching at the
freshmen, sophomore and junior levels.
Our current junior class size is above
100 for the first time in almost a decade.
Around 40 percent of these students
are women and around 20 percent are

Robyn Wishna

A

s a child growing up in
suburban New Jersey,
electrical and computer
engineering was a
complete unknown to
me. I thought that my
brother’s Commodore 64 with its amazing
8-bit processor was a cool toy. I really
liked his Atari, especially jumping the
little pixel man in Pitfall. And I thought it
was pretty great to take apart my parent’s
rotary phone. But how quickly technology
changes—my children cannot recognize
any of these items.
In the past 30 years, there has been
monumental change in our day-to-day
use of technology. Much of what we
take for granted everyday—from mobile
electronics to implantable devices to
streaming video—was the stuff of science
fiction in my childhood. And it has been
developed in large part by electrical and
computer engineering (ECE).
ECE has driven massive change
before. We are again entering a new era
of radical technologies, and at Cornell we
are well-positioned to not only meet these
challenges, but lead the charge.
ECE persists as a cutting-edge field
with a rich array of research possibilities.
At a recent lunch with a group of our pretenure faculty, I found that while one of
them was working on materials to cloak
and make objects invisible, another was
working to hide information and enable
privacy by randomizing transmitted data.
One was able to predict the movements
of individuals and track where one would
most likely go, while another was using

underrepresented minorities. Our field
clearly has broad appeal to all students.
Finally, Cornell Tech in New York City
is among one of the best opportunities for
us to lead the way into the next decade and
beyond. This is an exciting juncture where
we can expand our faculty, grow our
influence, further connect with industry
and continue to build world-class expertise
that bridges the digital world with health,
smart cities, transportation and an array of
other burgeoning technologies.
As I approach the end of my first year
as director, I cannot help but be thrilled at
the amazing work of my colleagues, the
excitement of our students and the great
things on the horizon for Cornell ECE. We
are truly leading the world into a new era.
Sincerely,

Alyssa Apsel
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WHAT KIND OF IMPACT WILL YOU MAKE?

Y

our gift directly impacts our student’s learning environment and our faculty’s research. And your support is critical to
improving teaching spaces where our students learn, updated lab faculties where our faculty members conduct research and
social spaces where both students and faculty interact outside of the classroom.

Some giving opportunities are below, and you can find a comprehensive list at

https://www.ece.cornell.edu/ece/alumni
Graduate Student Support:

Research funding for our faculty often
requires matching funds for graduate
student support. These graduate students
are the future leaders of our technology
economy, so it is critical for the nation, and
for Cornell’s ranking, that we attract and
recruit the right students to our program.

Upgrade the Circuits Labs:

Circuits have changed dramatically since
Phillips Hall was first opened. At that time
one large room was devoted to supporting
a large IBM computer, and as much time
was devoted to designing vacuum tubes
as to the emerging solid-state revolution.
Phillips Hall was built with these large
dedicated instruments in mind, but has not
evolved to match the times. We have been
slowly upgrading some space, and need
to complete the renovations to unify the

space. Our analog circuit program is one
of the most active in the world, we want to
provide the right facility to help our faculty
make their impact the largest in the world.

Robotics Lab:

Robotics is one of our priorities for the
future of the school. Support for this lab
will help our students learn to build robots
from the ground up.

Revitalize Office Space:

Phillips Hall was built in 1955 with three
floors of identically sized offices. We are
modernizing the third floor offices to be
aligned on the beams of the building,
yielding 200 sq. ft. rooms that will better
accommodate center administration,
graduate students and TA meeting rooms
for class support. The upgrade will also
allow better power and HVAC upgrades
so that window air conditioners will not

be needed. The offices will be constructed
with door sidelights to enliven the entire
hallway with natural lighting and activity.

Graduate Student Electronic
Devices Society (EDS)
Seminars and ECE Colloquium
Series:
These events regularly bring our faculty
and students together to stay on top of
developments inside and outside of our
field and create a continued sense of
community across the school. Find out
more about this group on page 25.

Hilary Diekow, Associate Director
of Alumni Affairs and Development
258 Carpenter Hall, (607) 255-6702
had1@cornell.edu
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Creating open designs for complex computer chips

ECE researchers are designing
open-source hardware that can
be freely used and adapted for
use in artificial intelligence.
“We’re trying to build pieces
of hardware designs that are
flexible, verified, high quality so
that people can download and
use in their own designs,” said
Christopher Batten, associate
professor of ECE.

Batten and Zhiru Zhang,
associate professor of ECE, were
part of a team that designed a
complex chip relatively quickly
from open-source parts. Their
research, “Fast Architectures
and Design Methodologies
for Fast Chips,” funded by the
Defense Advanced Research
Project Agency (DARPA), was
published in IEEE Micro.

Batten and his team have also
been working on Posh Open
Source Hardware (POSH),
part of DARPA’s five-year, $1.5
billion Electronics Resurgence
Initiative. The goal is to
create an open-source design
generator that can be used
to create extremely complex
computer chips.
“We want to jumpstart

the open-source hardware
ecosystem,” Batten said, “with
the hope that more people
will come along, build and
contribute.”

Vertical gallium oxide transistor high in power, efficiency

Cornell engineers have made a
breakthrough in semiconductor
transistor research that offers
metal-insulator-semiconductor
field-effect transistors (MISFETs)
with record performance using a
new material.
Gallium oxide has emerged
in recent years as a desirable
material for semiconductors
in high-power applications. Its
chief characteristics—a wide
bandgap, more than four times
that of silicon, and availability
of large-area perfect crystals—
make it an attractive alternative
to silicon for high-power
electronics.
Professors Huili (Grace)
Xing and Debdeep Jena from
ECE presented a series of
findings at the 2018 Compound
Semiconductor Week held in
Boston. The record performance
device results were published
in IEEE Electron Device Letters,
in a paper titled “EnhancementMode Ga2O3 Vertical
Transistors With Breakdown
Voltage >1 kV.”
The group used hydride vapor
phase epitaxy to deposit a
10-micron layer of silicon-doped
gallium oxide onto a gallium
2 | ECE Connections

oxide single-crystal substrate.
A micron is one-millionth of a
meter.
Their methods and
measurements, detailed
in the paper, produced a
vertical power, enhancementmode MISFET that featured
breakdown voltages—the

minimum voltage that causes
a portion of an insulator
to become electrically
conductive—of greater than
1,000 volts, as well as an
attractive on/off ratio (the
difference between on-state
current and off-state current).
According to the paper,

gallium oxide’s expected
critical electric field exceeds
that of silicon and gallium
nitride.

A schematic, left, of a gallium oxide vertical power field-effect transistor, and a scanning electron microscope image,
right, of the transistor, showing a 330-nanometer-wide by 795-nanometer-long channel.

A kernel of promise in
popcorn-powered robots

“Popcorn-Driven Robotic
Actuators,” a paper co-authored
by doctoral student Steven
Ceron, mechanical engineering,
and Kirstin H. Petersen,
assistant professor of electrical
and computer engineering,
examines how popcorn’s unique
qualities can power inexpensive
robotic devices that grip, expand
or change rigidity.
The study is the first to
consider powering robots with
popcorn, which is inexpensive,
readily available, biodegradable
and of course, edible. Since
kernels can expand rapidly,
exerting force and motion when
heated, they could potentially
power miniature jumping
robots. Edible devices could be
ingested for medical procedures.
The mix of hard, unpopped
granules and lighter popped
corn could replace fluids in soft

robots without the need for air
pumps or compressors.
The paper was presented at the
IEEE International Conference
on Robotics and Automation
2018 and co-authored with
Aleena Kurumunda ’19, Eashan
Garg ’20, Mira Kim ’20 and
Tosin Yeku ’20. Petersen said she
hopes it inspires researchers to
explore the possibilities of other
nontraditional materials.
“Robotics is really good at
embracing new ideas, and we
can be super creative about
what we use to generate
multifunctional properties,”
she said. “In the end we come
up with very simple solutions
to fairly complex problems. We
don’t always have to look for
high-tech solutions. Sometimes
the answer is right in front of
us.”

A soft robotic device powered by popcorn, constructed by researchers in
Cornell’s Collective Embodied Intelligence Lab.

High schoolers learn to
create intelligent robots

Teaching assistant Megan Backus ‘21, center, helps two CATALYST Academy
participants with coding.

Diani Jones, a rising high
school senior from Jersey City,
New Jersey, had little experience
with coding before she arrived
at Cornell for an engineering
workshop.
By week’s end, she’d worked
in two programming languages,
built a rudimentary computing
device and, with her team,
programmed a robot to zoom
along at a speed it interpreted
from a handwritten number.
“If you’d told me at the
beginning of the week that
I’d be able to code a robot to
do things, I’d have been very
surprised,” said Jones, one of
44 high school students who
participated July 15-21 in the
2018 CATALYST Academy, a
program aimed at inspiring
minority students to study
engineering. “To actually be
able to apply my knowledge of

coding to replicate smart-vehicle
technology on a smaller scale is
really cool.”
Zhiru Zhang, associate
professor of ECE, led the
weeklong, hands-on lab
workshop, which introduced the
students to digital intelligence—
the creation of “smart” objects
that perceive, process and learn
from information so they can
perform tasks intelligently and
independently.
“They’re just scratching the
surface, but I hope they see
what this field is about,” said
Zhang. “Digital intelligence is
pretty much going to change
every aspect of the world.
We could definitely use more
talent in the future, especially
from minority students, and
hopefully these students will be
inspired to come join us in the
field.”
3 | ECE Connections
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Johnson details
computational art history
techniques

Professor C. Richard Johnson discusses the use of X-rays and algorithms to
analyze works of art in his Nov. 9 talk at the A.D. White House.

Professor C. Richard Johnson
discussed the techniques he
innovated using X-rays and
algorithms to analyze works
of art in his Nov. 9 talk at the
A.D. White House, “Studying
Vermeer’s Canvases and
Rembrandt’s Papers: Two
Examples of Computational Art
History.”
Johnson, the Geoffrey S.M.
Hedrick Senior Professor
of Electrical and Computer
Engineering at Cornell
Engineering and the Jacobs
Fellow in Computational Arts
and Humanities at the Jacobs
Technion-Cornell Institute
at Cornell Tech, developed a
process using digital imaging to
address questions in art history
scholarship. He is credited
with creating the field of
computational art history.
“You become a detective,”
he said. “The art historical
4 | ECE Connections

questions are often linked to
artist’s intent and materials
can assist in providing
information that can corroborate
a hypothesis about an artists’
intent.”
In his presentation, Johnson
detailed how canvases can
be analyzed through thread
counting and weave mapping,
aided by use of technology.
Computers create detailed color
scans of the art based on thread
counting, which are later used
for analysis. These scans are
used to authentic and date the
paintings, by showing which
paintings came from the same
rolls of canvas.
His projects also include
the analysis of Rembrandt’s
drawings on paper by creating
digital scans that reveal the
watermark on the paper under
the drawings.

Tech used to thwart
shoplifters could help keep
buildings safe

ECE researchers have created
a radio frequency identification
(RFID) system capable of taking
high-frequency measurements
as small as 50 microns, about
two-thirds the width of a human
hair. In water, high-frequency
5-micron measurements can be
achieved. The resolution is 200
times more accurate than ultrahigh frequency radio measuring
capabilities, opening potential
applications spanning from
safety systems that monitor
the structural integrity of
buildings and bridges to robotic
feedback controls that allow
unprecedented fine-motor
precision.
Edwin Kan, professor of ECE,
is the senior author on the
paper, “Radio Ranging With
Ultra-High Resolution Using

a Harmonic Radio-Frequency
Identification System,”
published March 15 in Nature
Electronics. Doctoral student,
Xiaonan Hui, is the lead author.
The new system, according
to the researchers, could vastly
improve how robots sense and
touch objects. The improved
localization would allow a robot
to more accurately measure
its environment and the exact
location of its own appendages.
In a separate paper, the
researchers used the technology
to develop a device that
measures the cardiogram and
respiration patterns of small
animals without touching
them. The device works
instantaneously from 2 to 3
inches away in a habitat where
the animal will likely not notice.

Radio frequency identification tags like this one are allowing Cornell
researchers to accurately measure distances thinner than a human hair.

Cornell, Air Force to study ‘disruptive material’ in new center
more power.
Sixteen members of the AFRL
joined researchers at Cornell
March 7 during a daylong
kickoff event for the AFRLCornell Center for Epitaxial
Solutions (ACCESS). The center
is made possible by a three-year,
$3 million grant from AFRL with
additional funds from Cornell
and an option for a two-year
extension.
Some of the earliest research
on beta-gallium oxide’s value
The AFRL-Cornell Center for Epitaxial Solutions leadership team holds a plaque as a semiconductor has been
commemorating the opening of the center March 7 at Cornell. From left:
conducted by Huili Grace
associate professor Mike Thompson and professors Farhan Rana, Debdeep
Xing and Debdeep (DJ) Jena,
Jena, David Muller and Huili Grace Xing.
both professors of materials
A new center established
promising new material that has science and engineering (MSE)
by Cornell and the Air Force
piqued the interest of engineers and ECE. Recent samples of
the material synthesized by
Research Laboratory (AFRL)
for its potential to allow
their research group produced
aims to discover the atomic
electronic devices to handle
some unanticipated results,
secrets of beta-gallium oxide, a
dramatically

including new materials and
atomic structures when the betagallium oxide is mixed with
other elements such as tin or
aluminum.
The research will continue
under the center, where
engineers will focus on
developing growth and
processing methodologies
for high-quality beta-gallium
oxide, as well as developing a
fundamental understanding of
the material’s properties.
Farhan Rana, professor of
ECE, is also part of the center’s
technical team and will focus on
understanding atomic defects
through optical probes.

Re-imagining computer system memories
In modern computer systems,
memories located close to the
processing unit must be fast
with nearly infinite endurance
to support operation rates
exceeding a billion instructions
per second. These memories,
however, are volatile at present.
Existing high-capacity nonvolatile memories, such as
solid-state hard drives, must
be situated away from the
processing unit because they
are slow. As a result, it takes
even more time for a processing
unit to fetch data, process it and
send it back. Furthermore, most
non-volatile memories can only
be erased and written a finite
number of times. An ultimate
memory would be suitable to

all systems, with the desired
features of non-volatility,
low-power operation, infinite
endurance, nanosecond writing
time, sub-nanosecond reading
time, good scalability and more.
To realize such a memory and
a paradigm shift in memoryprocessing architecture, an
interdisciplinary team of
faculty spanning such areas
as materials, devices, circuits
and architectures has been
formed at Cornell to create
the Center on Durable,
Energy-Efficient, Pausable
Processing in Polymorphic
Memories (DEEP3M). The
center received a $2.8 million
grant funded jointly by the
National Science Foundation

and the Semiconductor Research
Corporation (SRC).
The Cornell team is led by
Huili (Grace) Xing, William
L. Quackenbush Professor
of Electrical and Computer
Engineering (ECE, MSE), and
includes Alyssa Apsel, Professor
and ECE director; Christopher
Batten, ECE associate professor;
Debdeep Jena, David E. Burr
Professor of Engineering (ECE,
MSE); José Martínez, ECE
professor; Al Molnar, ECE
associate professor; Daniel
Ralph, F.R. Newman Professor
(Physics); Darrell Schlom,
Herbert Fisk Johnson Professor
of Industrial Chemistry (MSE);
and Christoph Studer, ECE
assistant professor.

The outcome will be durable,
energy-efficient, pausable
processing in polymorphic
memories, where computational
capabilities are pushed
directly into the high-capacity
memories. Xing and her team’s
approach builds on recent
breakthroughs in the physics
of magnetic switching and
advanced materials and enables
a transformative, holistic
exploration of processing and
memory by re-imagining the
memory device as a computing
element itself. This view will
provide new insights and an
entirely new paradigm for the
semiconductor industry in the
emerging era of big data.
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MAKER CLUB
PRESIDENT SITS DOWN
WITH BRUCE LAND
Michael: You’ve not only been
involved as a teacher but you’ve also
worked on a variety of publications, from
neurobiology to modeling. How has your
balance between research and teaching
changed over the years and what has been
your focus?
Bruce: I started out as a research

Michael Solomentsev, president of the Cornell Maker Club and Bruce Land, ECE senior lecturer, in the
Cornell Maker Club lab.

Michael: I thought a great place

to start is for you to talk about your
career path and how you ended up
here at Cornell and in electrical and
computer engineering. I know wasn’t a
straightforward process.

Bruce: It was round about. I came here

in 1968 because I was impressed by the
work of Frank Rosenblatt on neural nets
and I wanted to do artificial intelligence
(AI) with neural nets. At that time, AI was
a subsection of natural intelligence and so
was more in the biology side of Cornell.
I came to neurobiology, started teaching
a first-year course on brain models and
mechanisms, and really enjoyed it.

6 | ECE Connections

I stayed in AI until Frank was
killed in a boating accident in 1971, and
then switched over to cell biology. My
undergraduate degree was in physics and
I ended up doing membrane bio physics
of the acetylcholine receptor. During that
time, I started building my own hardware
and I found I liked building the hardware
at least as much as doing the biology
experiments. So that took me in the
direction of computer programming and
electrical engineering. Through the 1980s,
I became more interested in computing. I
worked for Cornell Theory Center for 11
years, and in 1997 came to ECE to teach
hardware.

biologist and worked on the measurement
modeling of acetylcholine reception at
the neuromuscular juncture, mostly in
lizards. In the 1970s, I started teaching a
neural biology techniques lab, basically
an electronics course for biologists. That
was when I had the feeling that the course
should be mostly focused on the lab since
that’s the place where students really
learn. That set up the paradigm for how
I teach courses: to focus on the lab, then
focus on a large final project that has some
degree of creativity.
I was a flat-out research biologist
until 1986 when I went to the Theory
Center supporting researchers doing
computational science of various sorts,
worked my way back into an academic
position in computer science and taught
computer graphics for a while, also as
a large project course. Then I came to
electrical engineering in 1997, when I
took over the ECE 4760, Designing with
Microcontrollers course. It was a lab
course, but the labs were much more
constrained and I wanted to make the final
project more open-ended to give students
a chance to be creative.

Michael: You mentioned that your
classes are specifically project-focused,
open-ended final projects with an
emphasis on labs. Obviously, this has
been really successful. You were recently
honored as a Weiss Teaching Fellow, your
classes are extremely well regarded among
Cornell undergraduates and graduates.
Why do you think this style of teaching or
way of going about your classes has made
it so successful?
Bruce: I think there are a few aspects to

this, one is to give students time to work
through a problem. The kind of paradigm
here is more like: what would your boss
ask you to do in an industrial setting?
“Two weeks from now I want to see a
result or three weeks from now I want to
see results.” And so the labs have evolved
towards two-three week-long exercises
with weekly check points. These would
be the equivalent of say, a group meeting
every week in an industrial environment.
There aren’t any quizzes or timed tests.
Because it’s evolved towards longer
projects, it’s possible for students to think
about what’s going on and to correct errors

Bruce Land and Adrian Wong play Wall of Pong: a digitally controlled laser projection platform that can
draw a pong ball onto any flat surface. Players use hand paddles with embedded sensors to play the fastmoving interactive game.

and to recuperate what they may have
messed up. The course doesn’t exactly
have a relaxed pace, but at least it makes
coherent sense in terms of their larger
career experiences. The final project gives
them a chance to do all kinds of crazy
stuff. At least potentially.

Michael: If I’m hearing you correctly,

it’s kind of a bit of replicating a real-world
scenario: putting students in environments
that are not just focused on test-taking and
quizzes, but giving people actual freedom
to do what they want?

Bruce: Right. It should be more like the
Bruce Land

way you’re going to spend the rest of your
worklife than a Math One course.

Michael: Of course. Why do you think
students enjoy it so much? I don’t know
your course evaluations, but I imagine
and I can only assume, from personal
experience, that people really like 4760.
Bruce: They do really like it and the

evaluations are generally good. I think
it’s the overall structure, the collaborative
nature of it and the fact that I spend a lot of
time in the lab helps.
There’s sort of a general observation
in that even though everyone learns
something from the class, I can’t really
predict what any given group is going
to learn. There are just so many different
possible paths for people to take through
the course. There are so many different
7 | ECE Connections
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And so there’s a challenge remembering
that. There’s also the challenge of trying to
figure out new problems you’ve never seen
before. There certainly is the challenge of
remembering that even the easy problems
can be hard if it’s the first time you’ve seen
them.

Michael: And it seems like the way
you build your classes is to do just that:
to minimize the repetition and to kind
of maximize the number of interesting
problems that everyone faces.
Bruce: That’s the goal. I hope it works.

Bruce Land, Senior Lecturer in electrical and computer engineering (ECE), in the laboratory with students.

possible things to go wrong and then
fix. So it’s always interesting to me to
see what happens. Being in the lab is
like working puzzles all day. You see the
strangest stuff and try and debug it. And
I think partly, the reason the students like
it is that it gives them a chance to do a
slightly constrained version of real world
debugging which is just a hard skill.

Michael: On your end, you’re having
to debug or help with debugging of
problems that are extremely varied—from
drones to audio—in the same exact class
and on the same day.
Bruce: There are some things that fall

into patterns. You can say “alright when
it fails in that mode, I know that cause,”
and there are other things that you see
that make you say, “why did that thing
melt?” So it encourages a large database, it
encourages students to think widely about
how things can go wrong.
We see every possible failure. We
see solderless breadboards that suddenly

8 | ECE Connections

developed an open circuit for no obvious
reason. We see wires that are broken in
the center and therefore are not wires. You
see every bizarre thing you can think of
because there’s a lot of people doing a lot
of stuff. But it’s quite interesting.
I change the lead exercises most years
and try to keep it fresh in my mind as
well as for the students by changing it up.
Hopefully the technology doesn’t get too
stale and also I don’t get too stale.

Michael: I think it was in the first few
weeks of 4760 you mentioned that there’s
a point at which you’ve done this so many
times that every single problem becomes
trivial to you.
Bruce: Well, it’s all relative. The hard

part about teaching for a long time is to
remember that things that seem simple
are in fact hard. By repetition you get used
to them and you know what they are and
you think them through but for the people
taking the course quite often it’s quite
hard. Anything you do yourself is hard.

The goal is to try and build up from
simple to complex. But also to make it
approachable at every point so that it
isn’t just a gigantic black box. The central
aspects of this are: what do you hide
and what do you expose? What do you
abstract away and what do you expose
and have the student solve? And that’s
kind of a moving target depending on
the technology and the protocols and
underlying assumptions. But I try to keep
it current.

Michael: So you may have already
kind of touched on this a little bit, but
besides the basic skills or protocols or
general things, what do you hope to take
away from your courses?
Bruce: I try to design lab exercises so

that they have a theoretical component,
some mathematical problem or some
physical problem that is interesting to
think about. I have to try to do some
kind of new interaction between the
microcontroller and the outside world.
Some new peripheral, some way of
measuring something or timing something
and this has to be done with the constraint
of being doable in about two to three
weeks, it has to be teachable in about two

“I LIKE THE
PROBLEM
SOLVING. I LIKE
TO SIT IN THE
LAB WITH THE
STUDENTS AND
CHAT ABOUT
WHAT THEY’RE
DOING AND HOW
IT AFFECTS THEM
AND HOW THEY
SEE THIS FITTING
IN WITH THEIR
EDUCATION.”
— Bruce Land
or three weeks and it has to be inexpensive
enough that we can deploy 50 of the things
so that we have enough for breakage. But
it’s also important to have some theory.
And since 4760 is a culminating
design experience course, a CDE, I try
and make the lab exercise depend on
what students have seen over a number of
years. So, I talk about vector physics which
gets kind of a blank stare the first time I
mention it. I try and talk about control
theory about digital signal processing as
well as circuit design, power electronics
and various other topics. So I try to hook
together what they’ve learned.

Michael: I’d like to circle back to
the start of this interview, where you
mentioned that when you were teaching
biology earlier in your career, you realized
that teaching really intense lab courses
might be something that you wanted to
pursue in a more serious fashion. What
do you think attracted you to teaching,
or what made this kind of teaching so
interesting to you?

Bruce: I find it very interesting trying to Bruce: It’s partly social interaction.
take some complicated topic and unpack
it to the basics and then see the students
to build it up again. I’ve always enjoyed
that. I taught a freshman course once
in electrical and computer engineering
and I had the students design biological
hardware. The trick there is to take a
mathematical abstraction and try to
unpack that back to calculus one, back
to high school physics so that incoming
freshman can move ahead with it. The
exercise of unpacking the abstraction, I
find clarifies a lot of stuff in my own mind.
I find that interesting.
Most students learn very siloed
information. They learn math, they learn
physics, they learn circuit design and it’s
never all been hooked together. Teaching
a lab course like this is a chance to hook
together some of the siloed information
and hopefully some of it makes more
sense.

Michael: Would you have any advice
to people who care about teaching? What
are the broad kind of things you learned
about teaching over your career?

You need to pay attention to what the
individual students are doing. You have
to make a learning model for the students.
You have to guess how their brain is
working so you know what to say. And
just like anything else, with practice you
get better at it. Every once in a while, you
just completely miss and think somebody
knows way more than they do or way less
than they do and you apologize and move
on.

Michael: What do you like best about

teaching?

Bruce: I like the problem solving. I

like to sit in the lab with the students and
chat about what they’re doing and how it
affects them and how they see this fitting
in with their education. But the problem
solving, that’s always the most interesting
and, I think, the most productive in terms
of teaching students something that will
stick with them.

Bruce Land, Senior Lecturer in electrical and computer engineering (ECE), in the laboratory with students.
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NEW FACULTY

NEW FACULTY
KHURRAM AFRIDI

K
Khurram Afridi

hurram Afridi has joined
the faculty of Cornell’s
School of Electrical and
Computer Engineering
(ECE) as an associate
professor. Afridi comes
to Cornell after 10 years on the faculty at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) and the University of Colorado
Boulder, and 11 years in technology and
educational startups.
Afridi’s research interest is in high
frequency power electronics and energy
systems incorporating power electronic
controls as a means to efficiently harness,
store, process, transmit, distribute and use
energy. His primary focus in the past 10
years has been on miniaturizing power
converters by leveraging concepts from the
field of radio frequency (RF) engineering
and applying them to power electronics.
“The goal of power electronics is to process
energy without any loss,” says Afridi. “We

do this by using electronic switches and
other ideally lossless components. If we
can switch at higher frequencies, we can
shrink the size of the power converters
for applications such as electric vehicle
charges.” Afridi has also merged RF
engineering and power electronics in his
work on delivering energy wirelessly from
the roadway to electric vehicles while they
are in motion.
Afridi grew up in Pakistan where,
in the 1980s, his image of the United
States was based on television shows like
CHiPs. What he knew about American
universities he had learned from a thick
Barron’s Guide at the American Center
in Lahore. Based on that guide, Afridi
applied for undergrad and got accepted
at the California Institute of Technology
(Caltech) and Cornell among other places.
He decided to join Caltech, and on his way
to Pasadena was thrilled to see a California
Highway Patrol (CHiPs) motorcycle.
“Other than that,” says Afridi, “the
America I found was far different
from my perception.”
As a graduate student at MIT, Afridi
found a new passion in power electronics
and after his doctorate, Afridi joined two
of his MIT friends in a startup company
called Techlogix, whose first product was
based on his Ph.D. work. He became the
company’s chief operating officer as the
company grew and diversified, and today
Afridi sits on the board of directors.
After seven years at Techlogix,
Afridi led a multi-year effort to develop
the Lahore University of Management
Sciences (LUMS) School of Science and

Engineering (SSE), which is Pakistan’s first
private science and engineering ‘research
school.’ As its founding Project Director, he
helped raise $58 million for LUMS SSE and
guided the school from a concept in 2004
through start of classes in fall 2008.
In January 2009, Afridi started as a
visiting faculty in Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science at MIT, and then
joined the faculty at the University of
Colorado Boulder in Electrical, Computer,
and Energy Engineering. In the summer of
2018, Afridi joined Cornell’s ECE faculty.
“The people I met at Cornell are the kind
of scholars I knew at Caltech,” says Afridi,
“they are doing thoughtful, fundamental
work with widespread applications. There
are strong materials, devices, circuits and
systems groups here, so I was able to see
lots of possible collaborations. Cornell is a
perfect fit for me.”

“THE GOAL OF POWER
ELECTRONICS IS TO
PROCESS ENERGY
WITHOUT ANY LOSS.
WE DO THIS BY
USING ELECTRONIC
SWITCHES AND
OTHER IDEALLY
LOSSLESS
COMPONENTS. IF
WE CAN SWITCH
AT HIGHER
FREQUENCIES, WE
CAN SHRINK THE
SIZE OF THE POWER
CONVERTERS FOR
APPLICATIONS
SUCH AS ELECTRIC
VEHICLE CHARGES.”
— Khurram Afridi
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NEW FACULTY
DANIEL LEE

D
Daniel Lee

aniel Lee has joined
the faculty of Cornell’s
School of Electrical and
Computer Engineering
(ECE). Professor Lee is
working at Cornell Tech
on Roosevelt Island in New York City
and will also continue in his position as
Executive Vice President for Samsung
Research. Previously, Lee was the UPS
Foundation Chair Professor and Director
of the GRASP Robotics Lab in the School
of Engineering and Applied Science at the
University of Pennsylvania for the past 17
years.
Lee is a world leader in research
into robotics and autonomous systems.
His research focuses on understanding
computational principles in biological
systems, and applying that knowledge to
build autonomous robotic systems.
Lee, who grew up on the Upper
Peninsula (UP) of Michigan, says that “as
a kid I was always interested in math and

science and participated in a number of
STEM-related activities and competitions.”
Lee left the UP at age sixteen to attend
Harvard University, where he earned
his undergraduate degree in physics. “I
enjoyed studying physics,” says Lee. “It
showed me that many things about our
complex world could be explained by
mathematics.”
Lee stayed in Cambridge for his
doctoral studies, earning a Ph.D. in
condensed matter physics from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT). He then went to Bell Labs where
he spent six years as a researcher. “Bell
Labs was a great place for me, though it
was nearing the end of a unique era in
scientific research”, says Lee. “My time
there gave me the freedom to think about
new scientific problems in computational
neuroscience and machine learning.” From
Bell Labs, Lee joined the faculty at Penn.
At Cornell Tech, Lee will continue his
work aimed at trying to gain a principled
understanding of Artificial Intelligence
(AI). “Lately, there have been some
amazing empirical successes in AI,” says
Lee. “However, we still lack a fundamental
understanding of when and why certain
techniques work. I want to explore how we
can theoretically validate the technology.”
Lee started at Cornell Tech in
July 2018. “Cornell Tech is a great
mix of cutting-edge engineering,
entrepreneurship and public policy,”
says Lee. “Being here allows me to think
holistically about problems in AI and
robotics. Another attractive aspect to
Cornell Tech is its openness to industrial
interactions. Cornell has allowed me the

flexibility to work part-time at Samsung;
being able to bring a corporate perspective
to academia is invaluable.”
“The energy at Cornell Tech is
unique,” continues Lee. “There is always
a steady stream of amazingly talented
students coming to campus. I am excited
about my research, but I also love to
see what my students do when they
graduate and to revel in their growth and
accomplishments.” Lee understands that it
can be daunting for a young researcher to
choose an area of research to pursue. “I tell
them to consider two questions: Where do
your talents lie? What do you enjoy doing?
If they can find the intersection of these
two sets, they will do just fine.”

“THE ENERGY AT
CORNELL TECH IS
UNIQUE. THERE
IS ALWAYS A
STEADY STREAM
OF AMAZINGLY
TALENTED
STUDENTS COMING
TO CAMPUS. I AM
EXCITED ABOUT
MY RESEARCH,
BUT I ALSO LOVE
TO SEE WHAT MY
STUDENTS DO WHEN
THEY GRADUATE
AND TO REVEL IN
THEIR GROWTH AND
ACCOMPLISHMENTS.”
— Daniel Lee
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MACHINE LEARNING FOR
MEDICAL THERAPY, LOCATION
TRACKING, SOCIAL MEDIA
by Syl Kacapyr

ECE RESEARCHERS
ARE TEACHING
MACHINES TO LEARN
IN NOVEL WAYS

I

vy League students have always
exhibited a thirst for knowledge,
and in recent years, so have the
devices they use. From computers
and smartphones to thermostats
and even lightbulbs, electronics
are gathering information from their users
and, in some cases, using that data to learn
about habits and preferences.
Machine learning—data analysis for
automated computer programming—
has grown in potential with advances
in computing technologies and the
emergence of the internet of things.
ECE is uniquely positioned to address
opportunities in both machine learning
software and the hardware that applies it.
Whether it’s for business, health care
or home convenience, ECE researchers are
developing algorithms to teach machines
to learn in novel ways. Here is a sampling
of machine learning research projects from
ECE faculty:

Inference Under
Information Constraints

Jayadev Acharya, assistant professor
When designing a machine learning
system, one must consider the tradeoffs
between constrained resources such
as computation, memory for storage,
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Jayadev Acharya

data samples and privacy concerns. The
fundamental tradeoffs between these
resources remains poorly understood, but
assistant professor Jayadev Acharya, is
hoping to change that.
Acharya has received a National
Science Foundation CAREER Award
for his proposal, “Statistical Inference
Under Information Constraints: Efficient
Algorithms and Fundamental Limits,”
which will build a foundational knowledge
base for the limits and tradeoffs between
these resource constraints, and characterize
for given machine learning problems: how
much data is needed, how much memory
is needed, how much time is needed to
solve it, while also considering how much
information about data will be leaked in
the process.
For example, a retail website may
use an item-based collaborative filter
algorithm to recommend products to
an online customer. The accuracy of the

recommendations and the speed at which
they’re served is dependent upon the
amount of data it can process from the
customer. How much data to collect and
store must be weighed against privacy
concerns from customers as well as how
fast and accurately the website can make
recommendations.
Acharya plans to integrate methods
from computer science, information
theory, machine learning and statistics
to outline the fundamental tradeoffs
and give developers a tool for decision
making, studying statistical inference
tasks, hypothesis testing and distribution
property estimation under information
constraints.

Christina Delimitrou

Cloud Computing and
Microservices

Christina Delimitrou, assistant professor
As the demand on cloud services
increases, tech giants like Amazon,

Artist’s depiction of machine learning.

Netflix and Uber are moving away
from monolithic clouds and toward
microservice architectures in which
multitudes of smaller, loosely-coupled
applications work together in a network.
The benefits of moving to
microservices are many, but so are the
challenges. Existing datacenters weren’t
built to operate with microservices, which
can impact resource requirements by
necessitating faster network processing.
And debugging can be difficult as one
poorly-performing microservice begins to
have a domino effect on others.
Assistant professor Christina
Delimitrou, is using machine learning
to improve the performance and
predictability of cloud applications built
with microservices, helping companies
and developers move into the future of
datacenter management. Using a Google
Faculty Research Award and a National
Science Foundation CAREER Award, she
is developing data-driven approaches to
diagnose and predict root causes of poor

performance in microservice systems.
One research project introduces an
online cloud performance debugging
system that combines lightweight,
distributed remote-procedure-call-level
tracing with detailed, low-level hardware
monitoring to diagnose the source of
quality-of-service violations. The system,
which Delimitrou calls Seer, provides
insights on how to better engineer
microservices.
Delimitrou has also developed an
open-source suite of microservices, called
DeathStarBench, available for academic
and industry developers to benchmark
their systems. The suite includes a social
network, media service, e-commerce site,
banking system and internet of things
applications.
Delimitrou’s group presented Seer at
the 24th ACM International Conference on
Architectural Support for Programming
Languages and Operating Systems, and
has formally launched DeathStarBench at
microservices.ece.cornell.edu.

Mert Sabuncu

Medical Imaging Analysis

Mert Sabuncu, assistant professor
Advances in biomedical imaging are
allowing for the collection of larger, more
complex datasets. Hidden within those
datasets are discoveries that will transform
health care and biomedical research,
but scientists lack the analytical tools to
effectively extract information.
Assistant professor Mert Sabuncu,
13 | ECE Connections
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is combining machine learning with
computer vision and other techniques to
help scientists decode biomedical data.
Using a National Science Foundation
CAREER Award, he is developing software
to chart the genetic variations in the shapes
of brain structures. The project examines
tens-of-thousands of MRI scans, whole
genome sequences and clinical records.
Finding patterns in the data will help
researchers map the effects of genetic,
environmental and other factors related to
the structure and function of the brain.
Sabuncu is also a principal
investigator for the Cornell Neuro
technology NeuroNex Hub, which is
focused on developing new optical
imaging tools for noninvasive recording
of neural activity in animals. The ultimate
goal is to map the brain by connecting
neurological activity to behavior. Because
millions of neurons can simultaneously
activate in correlation to a specific
behavior, Sabuncu must develop software
that can perform complex statistical
analysis to find relevant patterns in the
recorded data.
Sabuncu has engineered several
open-source software tools for use in
decoding biomedical data, which he makes
available through his lab’s website. The
software addresses a range of problems
such as mapping and detecting anatomical
changes due to pathology, characterizing
the temporal dynamics of these
alterations, studying pre-symptomatic
neuroanatomical abnormalities for early
diagnosis, quantifying disease severity
and functionally characterizing risk genes
associated with neural disorders such as
Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease
and schizophrenia.
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Mahsa Shoaran

Adaptive Deep-Brain
Stimulation in
Parkinson’s Disease

Mahsa Shoaran, assistant professor
Inside the Cornell Neuroengineering
Laboratory, assistant professor Mahsa
Shoaran, is using machine learning to
build devices that can fight neurological
diseases such as epilepsy, Parkinson’s and
traumatic brain injury.
Shoaran uses advanced circuit-design
architectures to engineer low-power
sensors that can record brain activity in
real time. Machine learning techniques
use that data to detect disease-related
biomarkers and can trigger a therapeutic
intervention.
For example, specific changes in a
brain’s electrical activity can be signatures
of an impending seizure. Using a patientspecific prediction model trained by a
machine learning algorithm, Shoaran
has developed an on-chip classifier
for epileptic seizure detection with an
energy-area-latency that is 27 times
better than the best existing device. The
achievement is significant because fast
and efficient prediction of a seizure can
allow time for drug delivery or to activate

a neurostimulator device and suppress the
seizure.
Shoaran is now focusing her
attention on a low-power and tiny brain
implant that can be used in a variety of
neurological diseases, for example to
deliver therapeutic stimulation to those
suffering from Parkinson’s disease,
traumatic brain injury, or to decode
movement and control a prosthetic
arm in patients with paralysis. Her
research proposal, “Toward MinimallyInvasive Brain Implants with Embedded
Classification of Real-time Neural
Data,” is being funded with a Google
Faculty Research Award and aims to
combine machine learning and hardware
techniques to embed classifiers into a highperformance neural microchip.
For select Parkinson’s patients, a
device that delivers electrical impulses
to the brain can disable some of the
disease’s symptoms, including tremor.
However, due to the continuous delivery
of stimulation, Parkinson patients
treated by the conventional deep-brain
stimulation typically suffer from side
effects such as speech impairment and
psychiatric symptoms. Adaptive deep
brain stimulation attempts to overcome
these limitations by real-time activation
and adjustment of stimulation according
to feedback from a patient’s clinical state.
Research by Shoaran has shown that a
combination of optimal feedback signals,
predictive biomarkers and machine
learning algorithms can significantly
improve the therapeutic efficacy.
Her goal now is to improve the
scalability and energy efficiency of the
classifier, and to build a fully implantable
and closed-loop therapeutic device.

Christoph Studer

Channel Charting
Location Tracking

Christoph Studer, assistant professor
With the imminent rollout of 5G
wireless networks comes the potential
for mobile phones and other devices to
quickly send and receive large amounts
of data. Many practical challenges
still remain when implementing these
networks, but the underlying technologies
also provide novel opportunities, one
of which is localization and tracking of
mobile phones.
A key technology of 5G cellular
networks is called `massive MIMO’ (short
for multiple-input multiple-output).
Instead of transmitting data from one
mobile device to a base station, tens of
devices will simultaneously transmit
data to a base station having hundreds of
antennas. This emerging technology opens
up novel means to localize and track the
individual mobile phones, which enables
the base station providers to improve data
rates and quality-of-service.
Christoph Studer, assistant professor,
proposed ‘channel charting’—an
unsupervised framework that learns
a map between a base station and the

location of mobile devices using channel
measurements acquired at massive
MIMO base stations. He first detailed
the framework at the IEEE Global
Communications Conference in
December 2018.
The idea behind channel charting
it to use channel state information—
information characterizing the wireless
channels between mobile devices and
the base station antenna array—to learn
the radio geometry surrounding the base
station which represents user location.
Channel charting enables positioning
outdoors and indoors, without the need of
global navigation satellite systems (such as
GPS) or existing localization technologies
that require extensive measurement
campaigns.
Studer’s framework first extracts
slowly-varying channel state information
components in space and time, and
then processes those components with
specialized machine-learning algorithms
that extract user location and predict
movement.
Studer says a Cornell patent for the
channel charting framework is pending.

Active Concept Learning in
Real-Time Streaming Data

Qing Zhao, Joseph C. Ford Professor
of Engineering
One of the most challenging problems
faced by social media companies is how to
identify misinformation and inappropriate
content. As a stream of endless data
is posted to Twitter and uploaded to
YouTube, those platforms aim to quickly
identify misleading news articles and
videos that violate terms of service.
Machine learning offers a tool for
developers to achieve this, but data
annotation is a complex and time-

Qing Zhao

consuming process. Qing Zhao, the Joseph
C. Ford Professor of Engineering, is
studying online active learning that targets
applications with high-volume, real-time
streaming of data and nuanced definitions
of labels (e.g., misinformation).
With active learning, an algorithm can
choose which data points to ask for labels
by human annotators and subsequently
to learn from such examples. By learning
from the most exemplary data, it can
begin to accurately classify it with much
fewer labels than in passive learning. And
while offline active learning has been
studied extensively under the ‘probably
approximately correct’ model, online
active learning has not received as much
attention, according to Zhao.
The study notes there are many
applications for online active learning
beyond social media—including spam
detection and event surveillance—stating
the need for a better understanding of the
problem. Future research may address
computational complexity and efficient
implementations using deep neural
networks, according to Zhao.
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NEW COURSES

ECE HAS INTRODUCED
SEVERAL COURSES
FOCUSING ON DATA
SCIENCE AND MACHINE
LEARNING CONCEPTS

T

he amount of data that
humans generate, and that
gets recorded, is growing
exponentially. Many recent
technology innovations
are based on tools and
techniques to analyze and interpret this
vast amount of data and make sound
predictions based on it. The application of
such techniques are vast; from intelligent
machines, self-driving cars, understanding
biomedical data and making diagnoses, to
high-speed financial trading, optimizing
communication networks and providing
appropriate online services to customers.
Consequently, there is also a large demand
from both industry and students for
courses in data science and machine
learning.
Data science and machine learning
are interdisciplinary areas and involve
disciplines such as probabilistic
modeling, optimization, statistical
inferencing, learning theory and
computer programming. Each of these
disciplines bring a unique perspective
and traditionally they have all been a part
of the training in electrical and computer
engineering. Given the recent interest in
data science and machine learning, ECE
introduced three new courses in related
areas over the last two years:
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Aaron Wagner

Data Science for
Engineers (ECE 2720)
Instructor: Professor
Aaron Wagner

The lower level math side of the
electrical and computer engineering
curriculum has historically focused on
time and frequency domain concepts and

so the sophomore-level ECE course that
introduces students to these concepts
covers transforms and the attending linear
systems theory.
More recently, ECE-related research
and technology development has been
using other tools besides transforms
and systems theory such as probabilistic
modeling, optimization techniques, large
data analysis and machine learning. To
accommodate these changes, Professor
Aaron Wagner has introduced a new
sophomore-level data science course into
the curriculum.
A major goal of this course is to give
students a more modern view of the
math/signals side of ECE, and to expose
them to concepts related to probability and
optimization earlier on. Another goal of
the course is to bridge the divide between
the freshmen courses, which focus on basic
math, sciences and programming and
related upper-level ECE courses that cover
sophisticated concepts and require several
courses as pre-requisites.

Competition Results:
Matching Celebrities

https://www.kaggle.com/c/
matching-celebrities

Robust Digit Recognition
https://www.kaggle.com/c/
robust-digit-recognition

Jayadev Acharya

Machine Learning and
Pattern Recognition
(ECE 4950)
Instructor: Assistant
Professor Jayadev Acharya

This senior-level course, introduced
by Assistant Professor Jayadev Acharya,
covers the basics of supervised learning,
unsupervised learning, learning theory
and applications of machine learning
in compressive sensing, collaborative
filtering in large distributed systems and
speech processing. This course has quickly
become one of the most popular upperlevel electives. The course work involves
an online competition where the students
compete on a dataset and are ranked
according to their scores. Through this
competition, students are not only learning
advanced concepts but are also having
tremendous amounts of fun in coming up
with out-of-the-box designs and schemes.
The results from the last two competitions
can be found at these links:

with the Meinig School of Biomedical
Engineering. The main purpose of
the course is to provide a foundation
for advanced machine learning (ML)
algorithms and contextualize them in
biomedical applications.
Today, biomedical data such as
genomic sequences or MRI scans are
multiplying rapidly and machine learning
tools are becoming increasingly important
for mining this data to extract information,
make new discoveries and develop new
tools for clinical diagnosis. The course
provides the theoretical underpinnings
of a wide range of algorithms, including
random forests, neural networks and
regularized regression, while connecting
with real-world applications, often via
a discussion of a published study. The
course also has a semester-long teambased project where students have the
opportunity to analyze real data and get
practical experience in using the tools they
learn about. The project also involves an
in-class competition, where the objective
is to predict the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s
disease at an individual patient level using
a multi-modal and longitudinal clinical
dataset.

Mert Sabuncu

Machine Learning with
Biomedical Data
(ECE 5970)
Instructor: Assistant
Professor Mert Sabuncu

Assistant Professor Mert Sabuncu
has developed a graduate-level course
on machine learning with a focus
on understanding and interpreting
biomedical data. The course is cross-listed
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M.ENG. PROJECT HELPS KEEP
TRUCK-LITE TRUCKIN’
by Chris Dawson

This shows the dimensions of the light module Delin Cao and Truck-Lite are planning to incorporate into their new lighting system for tractor trailers. Photo: Delin Cao.

A

recent collaboration
between Cornell’s
School of Electrical and
Computer Engineering
(ECE) and the Falconer,
NY-based Truck-Lite
Co., LLC has resulted in a technological
innovation for Truck-Lite and a job for the
ECE M.Eng. student who spearheaded the
project.
Truck-Lite is a manufacturing
company that was founded in 1955. Their
initial product was sealed marker lights for
the trucking industry. In the years since,
they have grown to employ more than
3,000 people worldwide and to produce
lights, light mounts, harnesses, reflectors,
mirrors, alarms and switches for civilian
18 | ECE Connections

and military truck use. Truck-Lite is now
a globally recognized brand known for
innovation and leadership in the industry.
Truck-Lite representatives first came
to Cornell’s Ithaca campus in 2016 to
explore possible research collaborations.
They met with ECE Senior Lecturer Joe
Skovira to discuss projects that might be
suitable for M.Eng. students to work on.
Each school and department at
Cornell Engineering offers a one-year
Master of Engineering (M.Eng.) degree,
which provides technical and practical
skills beyond the four-year undergraduate
engineering degree and enhances a
student’s marketability to employers.
A key part of any M.Eng. degree at
Cornell Engineering is project work done

by the students. Projects are sometimes
created in collaboration with industry
representatives and give students highly
relevant technical experience. One of
the projects Skovira and representatives
of Truck-Lite agreed on had as its goal
a significant reduction in the amount of
copper wiring required for the lighting
systems on military and commercial
trailers.
Delin Cao, ECE M.Eng. student,
heard about this project and dove right in.
Cao understood that one way to use less
copper wire would be to activate trailer
lights with wireless signals. This would
obviate the need for many hundreds of feet
of copper wire between the cab and the
trailer lights.

Working in consultation with
Truck-Lite’s Vice President of Research
Engineering Roger Elmer and Research
Engineer Tim Dunn, Cao became
immersed in the project and spent three
semesters and a summer working on it.
“Roger and Tim provided tremendous
help and guidance on this work,” says
Cao. “And so did Joe Skovira—he was my
mentor and taught me a lot about how to
work on an engineering project like this.”
“This started out as a pretty daunting
project,” says Skovira. “Initially, I think
Delin was a bit overwhelmed with all
of the details of starting a project from
scratch. However, we had a number of
deep discussions on what Truck-Lite was
looking for. After a while we settled on the
current system…and then Delin’s work
really took off.”
During one visit to campus, Cao gave
an update to the Truck-Lite team. After the
update, the team was not convinced that
he was making much progress. “Then we
visited the lab and Delin showed them a
working prototype,” says Skovira. “They
were pretty floored! Especially when
Delin showed them the log data of an
8-hour, one million cycle run of the system
showing excellent reliability.” It was
shortly after seeing this data that Truck-

An early laboratory model of a money- and fuel-saving lighting system for tractor trailers created by Cornell
ECE M.Eng. student Delin Cao in cooperation with Truck-Lite. Photo: Delin Cao.

Lite offered Cao an internship.
Eventually Gregory Certo, TruckLite’s Vice President of Human Resources,
learned about the project and was
impressed by the progress Cao, Elmer
and Dunn were making toward the goal

of reducing the amount of copper wiring
used in trailer lighting systems. Certo
encouraged Cao to apply for a job with
Truck-Lite upon the completion of his
M.Eng. degree. Cao took his advice and
started work as an Electronics Design
Engineer in Truck-Lite’s Pittsburgh
facilities in December 2018.
Elmer says, “This project, from TruckLite’s perspective, is very important. It
provides the opportunity for us to produce
wire harness systems with less conductor
count circuitry. Our systems will use
less copper and they will weigh less.”
Truck-Lite’s satisfaction with the project is
clear—they have hired Cao and they have
two projects currently underway with
other M.Eng. students at Cornell.

Schematic diagram of Cao’s lighting system. Image: Delin Cao.
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UNDERGRADUATE SNAPSHOT

UNDERGRADUATE
SNAPSHOT

Graph 1

Graph 2

ed by dedicated and
accomplished faculty, the
Electrical and Computer
Engineering (ECE)
undergraduate program
is going strong. ECE is
among the top three most popular majors
at Cornell Engineering, and the ECE
undergrad program is ranked at #8 by U.S.
News & World Report (2019) in both the
Electrical/Electronic Engineering and the
Computer Engineering disciplines.
Led by Associate Directors Professor
Farhan Rana and Professor David
Albonesi, and beginning in the 2015-2016
academic year, the successful restructuring
of the ECE undergraduate program
was based on two observations. First,
graduation requirements stipulated
between six and ten more credit hours

than programs in peer institutions. Second,
the upper level elective requirements
in the ECE program had a rigid and
inflexible structure and did not allow
enough freedom for students to pursue
specialization or breadth in rapidly
evolving ECE technology areas.
In the new ECE program, students are
required to take all the core courses at the
Sophomore level and then choose a few
foundation courses at the Junior level. As
Seniors, the students now have much more
freedom to choose upper level electives
according to their interests and desires
and pursue specializations or breadth
or both. The restructuring also involved
reducing the total credit hours required for
graduation, making them comparable to
those of programs in peer institutions.
The results of the restructuring

L
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Graph 3

have been palpable. ECE had seen a
gradual decline in student affiliations and
enrollments beginning in the early 2000s,
and most markedly after 2006. Between
2009 and 2016, the enrollments per class
remained mostly in the mid-70s or mid-80s
with one dip going down all the way to the
mid-60s. After the program restructuring
in 2016, a dramatic rise of around 25% in
student affiliations occurred over a two
year period and continues (see graph 1
above).
Affiliations of females and underrepresented minorities (URMs) have both
been climbing since 2012. Currently, female
and URM student affiliation percentages
stand at around 40% and 20%, respectively,
up from values close to 10% and 5%,
respectively, in 2010 (see graphs 2 and 3
above).

Each year, Cornell Engineering asks
students to evaluate and rate their courses
in several areas, including the technical
quality of the course and the effectiveness
of the lecturer. ECE has consistently been
at the top of all other majors in both of

these areas.
ECE also surveys all seniors after
graduation. In 2017, when asked how
satisfied they are with the undergraduate
ECE program at Cornell, 100% of
respondents chose “very satisfied” (70%)

or “somewhat satisfied” (30%). The same
year, graduates were also asked, “If you
were just starting as a Freshman at Cornell,
given your knowledge of ECE, would
you choose ECE as your major?” Eighty
percent of respondents said “yes”!

•

“Very much like the new open nature of upper level courses and requirements and that you can
choose whether to acquire breadth or focus in one or two areas, while at the same time ensuring
you have some breadth and some depth from the core and foundation courses.”

•

“The relaxation in requirements would have been nice to have when I entered as a freshman. I think
students who have the new requirements will have a much greater opportunity to explore outside
of their areas, which was one of the things I enjoyed most at Cornell. I could have only wished for
more opportunities to do so during my time here.”

•

“I like the new course structure of taking all the core courses, most of the foundation courses, and
then having a lot of choice when it comes to upper level electives.”

•

“With the new relaxed requirements, I was able to explore more outside my field while learning
and retaining core ECE knowledge.”

•

“I like that courses were challenging and rigorous. I left Cornell feeling like I really earned
my degree.”

•

“I visited many schools to choose where I would like to do my Ph.D. after graduating from Cornell,
and my reaction was almost always, “Wow, I appreciate Cornell so much more now! And I wish I
were back at Cornell right now.”

•

“The people that I met in ECE were fantastic all around. Everyone was really kind and willing to
help me, and everyone else I know, succeed. I felt like I got a great education that will be invaluable
in advancing in my career and in tackling major engineering issues from different areas.”

•

“Truly an excellent faculty. Not only are they all very knowledgeable about their subject matter, but
their passion for it, and their teaching made the whole experience much more enjoyable.”

•

“ECE provides abundant resources with diverse courses to create an enriching program.”
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DAN SIMPKINS ’80, M.ENG. ’81
by Jessica Edmister

Dan Simpkins

D

an Simpkins ’80, M.Eng.
’81, is an experienced
entrepreneur who
founded and led two
successful startup
companies: SALIX
Technologies and Hillcrest Labs.
After 16 years, Hillcrest was acquired
by InterDigital, a leading wireless
technology company. Simpkins is now
CEO of Hillcrest Capital Investors, an
LLC dedicated to the investment and
development of new technology startups.
His most recent investment is a new
company he is leading called dWellWell™
that is mixing advanced sensors and AI
to deliver unique solutions for the Smart
Home.
As CEO of Hillcrest Labs, Simpkins
guided the company to introduce
groundbreaking user experiences for
television and developed exceptional
expertise in motion sensors.
Before founding Hillcrest, he led
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telecommunications pioneer SALIX
Technologies for over a decade, managing
the company from inception to its
becoming a leader in VoIP, and then to its
acquisition by Tellabs, Inc.
Simpkins is both a business and
technical leader: he teaches, writes about
and speaks about entrepreneurship, and
he holds over 20 U.S. patents. In addition
to his business activities, he is a member of
the board of trustees of his synagogue, Kol
Shalom, a member of the administrative
board of the Cornell University Council
and a member of the Cornell Engineering
College Council.
Dan recently sat down with ECE
Connections to share his story and insights.

Early Days as an Engineer

It was always my dream to be an
engineer—from an early age I was exposed
to electrical engineering in different
ways. My dad had a degree in electrical
engineering, though he didn’t practice,
and the house was filled with his books. I
took things apart constantly, was a HAM
radio operator who built my own gear and
took apart every TV I could find!
My father ran a small chain of
variety stores (also called 5 and 10’s) in
New York City, which had been started
by my grandfather in 1922. When I was
13, my father opened a new store in a
neighborhood called Hillcrest. On many
weekends I would go with him and help
him get the store ready to open. After a
few years in operation, my father decided
to open another store nearby. He needed
someone to help him run the Hillcrest
store and during the summer after my
senior year in high school I was the store’s
manager. I learned an amazing amount
about business from those experiences and

took my business values from my father.
He understood the role of hard work; his
business integrity was unimpeachable and
he was an impressive manager and boss.
When I did my college tours, I fell
in love with Cornell’s campus as soon as
I arrived—it was a magical place where
ideas seemed to flow and both students
and faculty were passionate about
learning. Although, I thought it was a
stretch, I pushed hard and was fortunate to
get accepted.
I loved the problem solving that
came with electrical engineering. My
passion was biomedical electronics but
there wasn’t a field of bioengineering at
the time, so I had to create it. Outside of
my biology classes, my favorite electrical
course was an electronics course with Dan
Aneshansley where we had to create an
amplifier that could detect nerve signals in
a frog. It culminated with a live dissection
and I was in one of the only groups who
got a nerve signal before our frog died!
I took a lot of digital design courses
and signal processing and my bio and
psych courses gave me a good sense
of how to create human interfaces. I
graduated when the digital revolution
was revving into high gear. Recruited
by a Cornellian to come to Washington,
D.C., I worked in a government think
tank, first with early digital TV and then
instrumentation radars that were used to
help build stealth planes and ships. Much
of my work sat at the intersection of the
system and the human, and I found myself
often designing user interfaces of one sort
or another.
After several years, I realized
that I wanted to be in a commercial
company. I was recruited for a satellite
communications company, but when the

company folded my projects and asked me
to transfer to a different division, I decided
to try something new. That gave me the
chance to get into my first startup and I
loved it. I loved the intensity, the vertical
learning curve, the technology domain and
the market. Four years, two promotions
and two acquisitions later, I left to try
something new.
My tenure at Telecommunications
Techniques Corp, a highly entrepreneurial
test equipment company convinced me
that I wanted to either be in a startup
or run my own. Trammel Crow once
said “luck is where preparation meets
opportunity.” Well, I was lucky. The
company ran into problems when the CEO
tragically passed away. The new leaders
and I didn’t get along and I was asked to
resign. That was the push I needed to start
my own company. Now, three companies
and two exits later, I’m proud that I am
able to use what I learned at Cornell and
the knowledge that I acquired since to run
interesting companies, create exciting new
products and lead great teams!

health, so I named my company after the
neighborhood where his store was located.
At Hillcrest, we created a structure
where the four executives were the
professors and the rest of the team, the
grad students. We created a curriculum of
classes related to the customers, markets
and technologies we knew best. Each
person was assigned a topic and taught
a class for six to eight weeks. During
the classes we discussed the issues with
each technology, business or market. The
idea was to identify problems that the
team thought they could address. Over
the 18 months we ran Hillcrest Labs, the
curriculum ultimately grew to about 50
courses. We produced close to 10,000 slides
of material and about a dozen business
plans. While we didn’t carry them all
forward, we have tracked them and so
far, about half of our ideas have come to
fruition.

“SOME PRODUCTS
SUCCEED AND
SOME DON’T BUT
THE PROCESS OF
FAILING AND GETTING
Creating Smart TV Technology
BACK UP TEACHES
After leaving Tellabs, the company
YOU THE VALUE OF
that bought SALIX, my first company, I
RESILIENCE AND
began a book called The Ten Laws of the
PERSEVERANCE.”
Entrepreneur. It was intended to parallel
the ten years from 1990 to 2000 that I ran
SALIX and explain why I thought the tech
bubble happened and what we could do to
prevent one in the future.
After Tellabs exited the VoIP market,
my executive team approached me and
asked if I would consider starting a
company. After a bit of cajoling, I agreed,
and put the book on the shelf. But, I told
the team “we aren’t going to do Son
of SALIX.” Instead, we started a think
tank called Hillcrest Labs. I wanted to
honor my father, who was in failing

— Dan Simpkins
Testing each plan with venture
capitalists, we ultimately settled on a
plan to build the first operating system
for TV to combine broadcast, broadband
and personal content in a single platform.
It was based on a trend we observed
that broadband speeds and compression
rates would allow the internet to deliver
video to many U.S. homes beginning
around 2005. We knew at that point that
the amount of content available would
explode, which, indeed it did, and

consumers would need a way to manage
this massive amount of content in the
digital living room. This technology
became the foundation for what was later
dubbed “Smart TV.”
Our technology was more than five
years ahead of its time, and so, early-on,
people didn’t know what to do with it.
To succeed as an engineer in the field
of consumer electronics, it isn’t enough
to understand the technology used to
make your products, but also how your
customers think and what motivates them.
To succeed, it is sometimes more important
to understand how to overcome political,
social and business model challenges.
At Hillcrest Labs, we didn’t appreciate
all the political issues that affected the
TV industry and our Smart TV business
languished as a result. After the economy
collapsed in 2008, our customers got cold
feet so we had to pivot the company to
focus on something else. Eventually, we
found solid footing for our new products
and in 2016 we were able to successfully
sell the company. Some products succeed
and some don’t but the process of failing
and getting back up teaches you the value
of resilience and perseverance.
Hillcrest’s Smart TV solution was
based on a 3D motion pointer for TV. It
was launched before the iPhone and the
Wii Game Console—the technology to
make it didn’t exist. We had to create it and
it was very hard. We ultimately succeeded
and, in the process, became experts in
motion sensors. Over time we began to
deliver sensor technology to our customers
independent of our TV technology. In
2016, just before we sold the company, we
developed an interesting idea that blends
sensors and AI for the Smart Home. The
new company, dWellWell™ is still in
stealth mode so I can’t go into more details
yet. But, stay tuned—it’s going to be big!
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Dan Simpkins speaks at the Cornell Alumni Leadership Conference in February 2019.

Words of Wisdom

Engineering is hard but persevering
and developing the ability to create new
technology and solve tough problems
is exhilarating. If you want to be a
technologist for a big company, don’t feel
like you have to be an entrepreneur. And,
if you want to do your own thing, try to
get some experience under your belt first,
but then don’t let anyone talk you out of
following your interests.
The world needs the efforts of
engineers more than ever to solve the
toughest problems our planet faces. Try to
use your know-how to improve the world
in some way. Finally, with my biggest
career decisions I use a concept a friend
taught me called the “ten-year test.” When
confronted with a quandary, I ask whether
a given decision will matter in ten years.
If the answer is “no,” I go in a different
direction.
It’s a bit cliché these days but still
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quite true—it takes perseverance and
resilience to be successful. In other words,
grit. There is no such thing as a quick road
to success. Pay your dues, put in the time,
expend your 10,000 hours on whatever is
your passion and good things will come.
There are many problems facing
the world today. For the past two
decades much of the innovation in the
U.S. centered around software. But, the
pendulum is swinging back. Today,
Moore’s law is coming to an end and we
will need to figure out a new approach
to increasing processing power. And, in
important fields like robotics, autonomous
vehicles, space systems, quantum
computing, advanced energy systems,
machine learning and others, engineers
with electrical and computer engineering
skills will be essential. The global problems
we face are multi-disciplinary. It isn’t
satisfactory anymore to create the “next
app” to build a powerful company or solve

a critical problem. I’m excited about the
role that our field will play in the coming
decade.

Book Recommendations

I’ve always been an avid reader and
encourage my staff to read books as
part of our training and then review
them together as a team. I just finished
Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind, by
Yuval Noah Harari, which is a superbly
written book that looks at the history of
humanity. Running Lean by Ash Maurya
is a modern discussion of creating and
running startups. Simon Sinek’s Start
with Why: How Great Leaders Inspire
Everyone to Take Action, is also brilliantly
written with a fascinating thesis. And,
I recently picked up Raise Your Game,
on leadership by Alan Stein, Jr. Finally,
one of my all-time favorites is Who
Moved My Cheese, a classic in change
management, by Spencer Johnson.

EDS TALKS

ELECTRON DEVICES SOCIETY

M

ost Fridays during
the fall and spring
semesters, interested
graduate students,
faculty and staff
are welcome
to attend talks on circuits, electronic
materials, micro-and nano-scale devices,
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS),
photonics, plasmas and wireless charging.
These talks are hosted by ECE’s Electron
Devices Society (EDS). Current EDS
President Sophia Rocco says, “In addition
to providing students with networking
opportunities and talks that broaden as
well as deepen their knowledge, EDS is a
reason for us to get out of our labs, have
some pizza together and be social.”
Cornell Electron Devices Society
is a forum for graduate students and
researchers in electronic devices and
related areas to gather for interaction.
Many of the lunchtime speakers are
invited to EDS by ECE faculty members.
The speakers are potential faculty
members visiting campus for a job talk,
collaborators who are in Ithaca to work in
labs on campus, Cornell faculty members,
graduate students, post-docs and people
from industry.

EDS Seminars are presented in Phillps Hall.

Rocco, who is a Ph.D. student in the
Laboratory of Plasma Studies, has been
a member of the group for two years.
“There is a real professional advantage
to joining EDS as a grad student,” says
Rocco. “Over lunch at EDS talks, there is
ample opportunity for graduate students
to interact with faculty and with the
speakers. A good number of speakers come
from industry, and for a graduate student
looking for the next step, meeting and
talking to representatives of companies
they may be interested in joining is a great
first step to making a connection that can
lead to a job.”

Alex Ruyack, currently a Ph.D.
student in the Sonic MEMS Lab of
Professor Amit Lal and a member of EDS,
was president of the EDS in 2016. Ruyack
says the group was founded in 2005 by a
group of graduate students that included
Ali Gokirmak, Ph.D. ’05 and Serhan
Ardanuc, Ph.D. ’10. “When Ali took a
postdoctoral position here, he went on to
be the club’s first advisor, as well,” says
Ruyack.
There are currently 280 graduate
students, faculty and staff on the EDS
listserv and generally between fifty and
sixty people show up for the weekly
talks. Debdeep Jena, the David E. Burr
Professor of Engineering is the current
faculty advisor. Jena plays an active role in
recruiting speakers for the EDS series, and
he, along with several other ECE faculty
members, are regular attendees.
Visit the ECE events calendar during
the fall and spring semesters to find EDS
seminar information:
www.ece.cornell.edu/ece/events
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ECE AWARDS AND HONORS
Khurram Afridi,

associate professor,
received a Second Place
Paper Award from IEEE
Transactions on Power
Electronics for his paper,
“Multitrack Power
Conversion Architecture.”

Alyssa Apsel,

professor, was appointed
as Director of the
School of Electrical and
Computer Engineering,
effective July 1, 2018.
Apsel was named
a Distinguished Lecturer by the IEEE
Circuits and Systems Society.

Christopher
Batten, associate

professor, was named
a Visiting Fellow, Clare
Hall, University of
Cambridge.

Eilyan Bitar was
promoted to the rank of
associate professor with
indefinite tenure.
Bitar is leading a
Collaborative Research
Partnership grant from
the Atkinson Center for a Sustainable
Future and The Nature Conservancy that
will explore how greater proportions of
wind and solar renewable energy can
be integrated into power grids while
minimizing impacts to natural lands.
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Zygmunt Haas,
professor emeritus, was
invited to deliver the
lecture “Reconfigurable
Distributed MIMO for
Physical-layer Security
in Mobile Networks” at
the KTH Royal Institute of Technology as
part of the ACCESS Distinguished Lecture
Series.
David Hammer,

professor, received the
2018 Fusion Power
Associates (FPA)
Distinguished Career and
Leadership Award

Debdeep Jena,
professor (MSE, ECE),
was elected the David
E. Burr Professor of
Engineering.
C. Richard
Johnson, the Geoffrey

S. M. Hedrick Senior
Professor of Engineering,
was invited to give
the lecture “Studying
Vermeer’s Canvases and
Rembrandt’s Papers: Two Examples of
Computational Art History,” as part of
Cornell’s Milstein Program in Technology
& Humanity Speaker Series.
Johnson authored an article in the
art catalog “Lines of Inquiry: Learning
from Rembrandt’s Etchings,” which was
honored with the College Art Association’s
2019 Alfred H. Barr Jr. Book Award for
Smaller Museums, Libraries, Collections
and Exhibitions.

Edwin Kan, professor,
received a grant from
the Department of
Defense Office of the
Congressionally Directed
Medical Research
Programs (CDMRP)
for his project “Long-Term Wearable
Touchless Radio-Frequency Sensors for
Cardiopulmonary Functions.”
Vikram
Krishnamurthy,

professor, has a new book
entitled, “Dynamics of
Engineered Artificial
Membranes and
Biosensors,” published
by Cambridge University Press. The book
covers the state-of-the-art in building
artificial membranes and synthetic
biological devices, and in constructing
mathematical models for their dynamics at
multiple time and spatial scales.

Amit Lal, the Robert
M. Scharf 1977 Professor
(ECE), Rob Shepherd,
associate professor
(MAE), and Hadas KressGazit, associate professor
(MAE), received a $2
million grant from the National Science
Foundation for the project “An End-ToEnd Framework For Soft Robot Design
And Control Based On High-Performance
Electrohydraulic Transducers.”
Bruce Land, senior
lecturer, was named
a Weiss Provost’s
Teaching Fellow by
Cornell University.
The award recognizes
excellence in teaching of
undergraduate students and contributions
to undergraduate education.

Daniel Lee, professor
(Cornell Tech), was
named a Tisch University
Professor.

G. Edward Suh was

Huili Grace Xing

José Martínez,

Charles Eugene
Seyler was elected to

Zhiru Zhang was

professor, was appointed
Associate Director of the
School of Electrical and
Computer Engineering,
effective July 1, 2019.
Martínez was named
to the leadership team of the Cornell
Initiative for Digital Agriculture.

Francesco
Monticone, assistant

professor, was awarded
the 2019 Leopold B. Felsen
Award for Excellence in
Electrodynamics by the
European Association of
Antennas and Propagation.
Monticone was awarded a Young
Investigator Award from the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research for his
project “Robust Topological Scattering
and Radiating Structures: Bridging FreeSpace Propagation and Surface Waves on
Complex Objects.”

Kirstin Petersen,
assistant professor, was
named to Robohub’s
2018 list of “25 women
in robotics you need to
know about.” Her work
focuses on the design
and coordination of bio-inspired robot
collectives.
Petersen received the Junior Faculty
Champion Award from the Cornell Office
of Inclusion and Student Engagement
for her work to amplify “the voices,
experiences and contributions of women
in the field of computer science and
engineering.”

promoted to the rank of
full professor.

emeritus status.

Kevin Tang, associate

professor, received
a 2018 IBM Faculty
Award for his project,
“Enabling Joint Transport
Layer and Network
Layer Optimization for
Software-Defined Networks.”

Lang Tong, the Irwin
and Joan Jacobs Professor
of Engineering, and his
students received a Best
Conference Paper Award
at the 2018 IEEE Power &
Energy Society General
Meeting (PESGM) for their paper, “State
Estimation for Unobservable Distribution
Systems via Deep Neural Networks”
which solves a fundamental problem in
monitoring and control for distribution
power systems when very few sensor
measurements are available.
Aaron Wagner was
elected to the rank of full
professor.

(MSE, ECE) was elected
the first William L.
Quackenbush Professor of
Electrical and Computer
Engineering.

promoted to the rank of
associate professor with
indefinite tenure.
Zhang and his
co-authors received
a 2019 ACM/SIGDA
International Symposium on FieldProgrammable Gate Arrays for their
paper, “HeteroCL: A Multi-Paradigm
Programming Infrastructure for SoftwareDefined Reconfigurable Computing.”
Zhang and his group received the Best
Paper Award for the Short Paper Category
at the 2019 IEEE International Symposium
for their paper, “Fast and Accurate
Estimation of Quality of Results in HighLevel Synthesis with Machine Learning.”
Zhang was one of five Under 40
Innovator Award winners announced
at the 55th gathering of the Design
Automation Conference. The award
recognizes the top five young innovators
who have made a significant impact in
the field of design and automation of
electronics.

Qing Zhao, professor,

was appointed Director of
Graduate Studies for ECE.
Zhao was elected the
Joseph C. Ford Professor
of Engineering.
Zhao was named
a Jubilee Chair Professor of Chalmers
University of Technology, Sweden.
She also received a Marie SkłodowskaCurie Fellowship under the Mobility for
Regional Excellence 2020 Programme for
her project “Active Learning for Event
Detection in Large-Scale Information
Networks.”
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GOOGLE FACULTY
RESEARCH AWARDS
Jayadev Acharya,

assistant professor,
received a Google Faculty
Research Award for his
proposal, “Private Heavy
Hitters - Simplest and
Optimal.”

Mahsa Shoaran,
assistant professor,
received a Google Faculty
Research Award for
her proposal, “Toward
Minimally-Invasive Brain
Implants with Embedded
Classification of Real-time Neural Data.”
Zhiru Zhang,

Christina
Delimitrou, assistant

professor, received a
Google Faculty Research
Award for her proposal,
“Using Machine Learning
to Improve Datacenter
Server Management.”

Daniel Lee, professor
(Cornell Tech), received a
Google Faculty Research
Award for the proposal,
“Joint Learning of
Continuous Natural
Language Control for
Quadcopters in Simulation and Reality.”

Specialization.”

associate professor,
received a Google
Faculty Research
Award for his proposal,
“Automatic Synthesis for
Programmable Hardware

NSF CAREER AWARDS
Jayadev Acharya,

assistant professor,
received an NSF Early
CAREER Award for
the project “Statistical
Inference Under
Information Constraints:
Efficient Algorithms and Fundamental
Limits.”

Christina
Delimitrou, assistant

professor, received an
NSF Early CAREER
award for her proposal,
“Learning-Based
Hardware and Software
Techniques for Quality-of-Service-Aware
Cloud Microservices.”

Mert Sabuncu,
assistant professor
(ECE, BME), received
an NSF Early CAREER
Award for his research
project, “New Learningbased Algorithms
for the Analysis of Very-Large-Scale
Neuroimaging Data,” which will produce
a machine-learning-based computational
pipeline that will help researchers exploit
large-scale brain imaging datasets.

TEACHING AND ADVISING AWARDS
David Albonesi, professor,

José Martínez, professor,

Bruce Land, senior lecturer,
received the Michael Tien ‘72
Sustained Excellence and Innovation
in Engineering Education Award
from Cornell Engineering.

Joseph Skovira, senior lecturer,

received the Kenneth A. Goldman
‘71 Excellence in Teaching Award
from Cornell Engineering.
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received the Dorothy and Fred Chau
MS ‘74 Excellence in Teaching Award
from Cornell Engineering.

received the Michael Tien ‘72
Excellence in Teaching Award from
Cornell Engineering.

2019 ECE M.ENG. POSTER SESSION WINNERS

The annual ECE M.Eng. Poster Session was held in Duffield Hall Atrium on May 5, 2019.

Best Posters in Each Category:

AI/Pattern Recognition
(Computer Vision, Machine Learning, Robotics)
•
•
•

Daria Efimov, ECE M.Eng. May ‘19
Poster Title: Olympic Lifting for Engineers
ECE M.Eng. Advisor: Bruce Land

Bio-Signals (Neural, Controls, Imaging, Bioinformatics)
•
•
•

Samhita Marri, December ’19 and Shuhua Li, ECE M.Eng. May ‘19
Poster Title: Autonomous Control of UAV to Measure SolarInduced Fluorescence and Reflectance of Crops
ECE M.Eng. Advisor: Joe Skovira

Communications (Information Theory, Network Coding, Digital
Communications)
•
•
•
•

Joao Pedro Carvao, ECE M.Eng. May ‘19
Poster Title: Massive MIMO-OFDM for Acoustic Communication
ECE M.Eng. Advisor: Christoph Studer

•
•

Nicholas Sarkis, ECE M.Eng. May ‘19
Poster Title: Secure Memory System for Information Flow
Assurance
ECE M.Eng. Advisor: Ed Suh

Computer Systems (OS, Embedded, Networks, Architecture,
Database)

•

Electronic Devices + Materials
(Analog, Digital, Optics, MEMS, Circuits)
•
•
•

Shuyao Chen, ECE M.Eng. May ‘19
Poster Title: Floating Guard Ring Edge Termination for Wide Bandgap
Power Diodes
ECE M.Eng. Advisor: Grace Xing

Large Scale Systems (Power Systems, Energy)
•
•
•

Alex Wong, ECE M.Eng. May ‘19
Poster Title: IR for Continuously Reconfigurable Polymorphic
Hardware
ECE M.Eng. Advisor: Adrian Sampson

Signal and Information Processing
•
•
•

Xuezhi Wang, ECE M.Eng. December ’19, Xue Wang, ECE M.Eng.
December ’19, Peng Wu, ECE M.Eng. May ’19 and Kui Cao, ECE
M.Eng. December ‘19
Poster Title: A Close-Loop Brain-Heart Machine Interface System
ECE M.Eng. Advisor: Bruce Land

Best Poster Overall:
•
•
•

Jiaxin Liu, ECE M.Eng. December ‘19
Poster Title: Recognize Symptom Using Saliency in Chest X-Ray
Images
ECE M.Eng. Advisor: Mert Sabuncu
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